Kathleen Goepferd

3 Simple Steps To Turn
Retail Data Into Profit
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“Omni-channel retailing” may be the latest buzzword in retail, but the idea at its
heart is as old as customer service itself: Focus on the customer. However, like
many other simple-on-the-surface principles, gaining a clear understanding of
your customer is easier said than done.

From point of sale (POS) transactions to tweets, inventory data to loyalty
programs, you probably already gather and store the information you need to
understand your customers’ interactions and experiences across all touch points.
In fact, you may feel like you’re drowning in data with little ability to drive actual,
actionable insight from it.

In order to gain the customer insight you need to deliver a truly integrated, multichannel retail experience, you must do three things:

1.
2.
3.

Put your data in the hands of your business experts
Enable insight at the speed of retail
Provide data access across multiple data sources
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1.

Put Your Data in the Hands of Your Business Experts

“Some teams don’t have
people with the skills to be
able to write custom SQL,
and Tableau can really open
up data for them.”
—Adam Yeoman, Tesco PLC

You probably employ a number of experts. For everything from supply chain
distribution to marketing communications, promotions to SEO, you’ve hired people
that know their craft and your business. But do they know how to write a custom
data query? Probably not.
So what happens when they need information? They request a report from the people
who do know how. And then they wait. And hope that the report is still relevant when it
arrives—or even that it answers the question that they were trying to ask.
And sometimes they get impatient with that process and they just work from hunches.
Instead of putting business processes and complex computer languages between
your experts and the data they need to understand—put the information in your
users’ hands, responsibly.
A business intelligence solution that can access and visualize your data in
intuitive, easy-to-understand ways—while protecting the underlying data from
inexpert users—allows your business experts become customer experts by letting
them answer first one question and then the next in the iterative process that
leads to true discovery.

s

Watch Adam talk about how Tesco
is improving its sales with data
insight from Tableau
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Listen to One Kings Lane employees
discuss how they are using data
insight to disrupt the home décor
industry.

Geraldine Niemczyk, One Kings Lane
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2.
Enable Insight at the Speed of Retail

Retail moves fast. This has always been true, but never more so than today.
Customers’ expectations for fast satisfaction keep growing—and their need for
speed doesn’t mean you can flub the personalization and aligned experiences,
either. If you can’t do it all, your shoppers can find someone else who will—often
only a few clicks away.
In order to keep up, you need to equip your decision-makers with the ability
to see and understand their data faster. According to researchers at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, the human eye can process data
at approximately 10 million bits per second. Harness that power through data
visualization. Use intuitive, easy-to-understand images to make sense of your
data and empower your business to move faster—in the right direction.
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Easy-to-understand visualizations built using up-to-the-minute data empowers faster, better decisions.
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“Whether you just want
to make reports or
delve deeper into the
data, analyze it—you
have everything in one
package.”
—Dr. Lucie Salwiczek, Urban Brand GmbH

Gartner analyst Robert Hetu notes in the Hype Cycle for Retail Technologies 2013
report, “Sophisticated yet simple-to-use data visualization tools must be added to
retailers’ analytical toolkits, since these tools are required to utilize the knowledge
that merchants rely on to drive analytic views of information from broad data
sources, as well as the discovery of knowledge.”
It’s not enough to bring in the power of visualization if you’re working with stale
data. Make sure that the visualization solution you choose also has the ability to
update as often as your data does. Build a dashboard once and refresh as often
as you need. Daily. Hourly. By-the-minute.
You know the pace that is right for your business—and likely it won’t be the same
for every department. Choose a solution that allows each dashboard to refresh
on a set schedule or as the user requires.
“Real-time data is very important for us,” says Dr. Lucie Salwiczek, Data Scientist
for a number of German e-commerce sites including Windeln.de. “In logistics, for
example, we can’t wait until the next day with a solution. We want to analyze the
data now, and Tableau can help with this.”
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Watch Dr. Lucie Salwiczek discuss
how she uses Tableau to increase
speed and flexibility of data analysis
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3.

Provide Data Access Across Multiple Data Sources

While many business intelligence tools can “sit” on top of a data source and
deliver reports—chances are that the information that you need is stored across
multiple data sources.
From website cart abandonment to interactive in-store displays, mobile apps to
location data, your data is likely dispersed across your environment—and even
across cloud and on-premises storage.
At one point, centralized data storage was a big push. “We’ll clean and move all
of your data to a single, perfect data warehouse,” industry consultants said, “and
then you will be able to gain a true view of your customers.”
Unfortunately, that idea of the pristine data warehouse ignored a few home truths:
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“If you have data,
you can build it.”

•

Retailers need the information now. With typical data warehousing projects
taking a year or more, most retailers can’t wait that long to gain insight.

•

Centralized storage doesn’t guarantee user access. Even if you do happen to
have all of your data in a centralized storage solution, that doesn’t mean that
your business units are able to access it in time to guide decisions.

•

Data sources continue to change and evolve. The recent surge in mobile
shopping—or mCommerce— is an example of a retail channel that was
nearly non-existent five years ago but that is currently poised to be the next
big disruption in retail.

—David Andrade, Merkle

Instead, be ready for today’s data needs—and tomorrow’s—by choosing data
analysis solutions that offer flexible connections to multiple data sources.
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See David talk about how Tableau is
speeding analysis and helping Merkle
to share insights with clients

Customer relationship consulting firm, Merkle, did just this when it implemented a
data visualization tool for business intelligence that offered flexible data access.
“We deal with all sorts of data. We do big data, we do medium data, we do small
data. We do all the data,” says David Andrade, Senior Business Intelligence Analyst
at Merkle. “Any one of those data pieces could be just as important as the other.”
Andrade is able to blend data from various sources, enabling him to overcome data
storage differences that might become speed bumps to discovery. “ I can say, ‘All
right, well, I want to take this thing from this data source, that thing from that data
source and just blend the two together,’ and it’s really fast and easy,” he says.

Inform your future

With new channels emerging and customer expectations for tailored, immersive
experiences continuing to grow, the need for clear, actionable customer insight is
only going to increase. Retailers that hope to continue to remain competitive need
fast, complete self-service analytics—and the sooner the better.
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About Tableau
Tableau Software helps people see and understand data. Tableau helps anyone quickly analyze,
visualize and share information. More than 15,000 customer accounts get rapid results with Tableau
in the office and on-the-go. And tens of thousands of people use Tableau Public to share data in
their blogs and websites. See how Tableau can help you by downloading the free trial at 		
www.tableausoftware.com/trial.

Additional Resources
Download Free Trial

Related Whitepapers
How Mobile Business Intelligence Drives Efficiency at Supervalu
Six Trends in Retail Analytics for 2016
See All Whitepapers

Explore Other Resources
· Product Demo
· Training & Tutorials
· Community & Support
· Customer Stories
· Solutions

Tableau and Tableau Software are trademarks of Tableau Software, Inc. All other company and product
names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.

